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BUILDING

Entry

Main Base -Starts with knees bent with hands 
around waist height with palms up. Left hand has 
fingertips facing out and right hand turned so 
fingertips are facing in. 
 
Side Base - Starts with knees bent with hands 
around waist height with palms up. Both hands have 
fingertips facing away.
 
Top - Start with both feet on ground or one foot in 
base’s hand. Each hand is on a the near shoulder of 
each base.
 
Spotter - Starts with hands on the top’s waist or left 
hand under top’s seat on right hand on top’s ankle.

Middle

Main Base - Dips with top standing up and driving 
top up. Once top’s momentum is moving up and top 
is feeling weightless rotate right hand and top 360 
degrees. As rotation completes returns left hand to 
under top’s foot and position hands wrist to wrist to 
hold top.
 
Side Base - After getting top’s foot in load in position 
dips and drives up. Releases top’s foot to allow top to 
twist. As rotation completes catches with one hand 
under foot and other hand on leg or under foot.
 
Top - Stands up pushing o! base’s shoulders. Once 
going up looks over right shoulder pulling shoulder, 
hips, and feet to twist. Looks for front and pull liberty 
position as rotation completes.
 
Spotter - Helps top person’s drive up and grabs top’s 
ankles or back of legs helping to control top person 
as side base catches foot.

Exit

Main Base - Dip with legs, keeping back straight, 
drive top person above head and slowly bring them 
back to the set or load-in position.
 
Side Base - Dip with legs, keeping back straight, 
drive top person above head, catch left foot, and 
slowly bring them back to the set or load-in position.
 
Top - Once the bases extend, top should clean with 
the liberty leg passing through the platform position, 
and catching the bases’ shoulders (just like they 
started) 
 
Spotter - Assist bases by having the top person pass 
through the extended position. Spotter should use 
the left hand to slow the top girl down, either under 
the seat or at the waist. Assisting back to the load-in/
set position.

Skill: Full Twisting Liberty at Prep 
Novice SELECT Level 3 Building

B.2 Supplies / Aids:
Video/Pictures

Conditioning:
• Pushups
• Squats 
• Step Ups (onto a panel mat)

Drills:
• Top person practicing  
    stepping onto a panel mat  
    and locking out legs
• Timing drills
• Show & Go

Variation(s):
• Di!erent body positions
• 1/2 up to liberty or body  
   positions
• Tick Tocks
• Inversion to single leg  
  stunts

Notes:

Safety:

1 The distance/closeness 
between the bases while 
the stunt is up

Bases keep core tight to 
protect lower back

Top needs to stay up 
right - do not lean or 
lead with shoulders

To protect the bases and 
spotters - Top wait to 
pull lib until facing front

Base keeps elbows 
in to generate a safe 
supportive pillar
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